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University of London builds a comprehensive
student portal with IBM and Open Logic
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clearly understand
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infrastructure knowhow makes a potent
combination.”
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functions encompass the whole
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Director of Business Transformation
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says Craig O’Callaghan. “On the other

challenges that the External System
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Craig O’Callaghan, Director of

and associated software products,

Business Transformation at the
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portal solution for distance learning

our administrative processes has
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not enabled us to deliver the level of
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service which we would ideally like to
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give our students, particularly in the
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account for every student.
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Looking to the future

as possible without the risks of a

When the new solution goes

‘big bang’ approach,” says Craig

live, the University of London will

O’Callaghan. “The Open Logic team

be able to provide its students

clearly understand the needs of the

with a more personalised online

educational sector, and we were

experience, with secure access to

impressed by their work on a similar

key administrative services, virtual

project at Cardiff University. Their

learning environments and email via

expertise in IBM software and portal

a single user-friendly Web interface.

design, matched with our in-house
Web and infrastructure knowledge,

“Above all, the advantage

made a potent combination.”

of the WebSphere Portal
solution is its extensibility and

Secure single sign-on

service-orientation,” says Craig

To handle secure access to the new

O’Callaghan. “There is almost no

portal, Open Logic is helping the

limit to the range of services we

University of London deploy IBM Tivoli

can offer – and with WebSphere

Access Manager and Tivoli Identity

Portlet Factory, we can keep adding

Manager. These tools are designed

functionality to improve the student

to provide a simple, single point of

experience.”

control for IT administrators, helping to
deal with the significant student churn.

In financial terms, the outlook is
positive. By eventually replacing

“With more than 41,000 students,

paper-based administrative

we tend to have around 10,000

processes and reducing workload

new registrations each year, and a

for staff, the University expects to

similar number of accounts need to

realise savings of approximately

be archived as students graduate,”
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explains Craig O’Callaghan.
“The reduction in print, distribution
“With the Tivoli solution, we can

and processing costs is going to

provide secure single sign-on access

make a significant difference to our

to all our students, delivering a

budget, and we expect to see a full

customised view of their resources,

return on investment for the project

which includes integration with the

– hardware, software and services

virtual learning environment (VLE).

included – within the next ten

The solution enables students to take

years,” says Craig O’Callaghan. “In

greater ownership of their learning

addition, the reduction in paperwork

experience, while at the same time

will help us meet environmental

reducing the administrative burden on

objectives, which are very important

the University staff who manage the
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He concludes: “Open Logic is
Single sign-on provides a single

helping us use IBM technologies

username and password for each

to build a solution that offers

student that can be changed

significant benefits for the

regularly, helping to increase
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security, with the aim of preventing

students and its academic and

unauthorised access to University

administrative staff, both now and
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for the future.”

“Above all, the advantage
of the WebSphere
Portal solution is
its extensibility and
service-orientation.
There is almost no limit
to the range of services
we can offer – and
with WebSphere Portlet
Factory, we can keep
adding functionality
to improve the student
experience.”
Craig O’Callaghan
Director of Business Transformation
University of London
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